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Abstract: Let ),( mR  be a non-zero commutative Noetherian local ring , M  be a non-zero finitely 

generated R -module and 0n  be an integer. In this paper for any )(S Rpecp  we show that 

))(,(0 MHp n
p  is bounded from above by )).(,( )/(dim0 MHm pRn

m
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Let R  be a commutative Noetherian ring with identity and I  be an ideal of R . For an arbitrary R

-module M  the i -th local cohomology module of M  with respect to I  is defined as  
).,/(Extlim=)(

1

MIRMH ni
R

n

i
I



 

We refer the reader to (A. Grothendieck,  1966) and (M.P. Brodmann and R.Y. Sharp, 1998) for more details 
about local cohomology. 

For each R -module M , all integers 0j  and all prime ideals p  of R , the j -th Bass number of M  

with respect to p  is defined as )),((Ed=),( )( p
j

pRpk
j MpkxtimMp , where 

pp pRRpk /:=)( . An important problem in 

commutative algebra is determining when the Bass numbers of the i -th local cohomology module )(MH i
I

 of a 

finitely generated R -module M  are finite. This problem have been studied by several authors; see, for 
example, Huneke and Sharp (1993), Lyubeznik (G. Lyubezink, 1993; 1997), Kawasaki (1996) and 
Abazari-Bahmanpour (Abazari, N. and K. Bahmanpour,). It is well known that for any finitely generated module 
M  over a Noetherian local ring ),( mR , the R -modules )(MH i

m
 are Artinian, for all 0i . In particular the 

Bass numbers of )(MH i
m

 are finite.  

In the sequel ),( mR  denotes a non-zero commutative Noetherian local ring (with identity). More recently, in 

(K. Bahmanpour,) it has been shown by the second author that if M  is a finitely generated R -module, then for 
any )(S Rpecp  and any integer 0n , the invariants )(i p

n

ppR
pR

MHnjdim  and )(f p
n

ppRpR MHd  are bounded from 

above by )(i )/(dim MHnjdim pRn
mR

  and )(f )/(dim MHd pRn
mR
  respectively. So it is rather natural to ask whether this 

results generalizes in the obvious way to the invariants ))(,( MHp n
p

k  and ))(,( )/(dim MHm pRn
m

k  , for any integer 

0k .  
In other words, is the statement ))(,())(,( )/(dim MHmMHp pRn

m
kn

p
k    true?  

In this paper we shall show that, at least for the case 0=k , this question has an affirmative answer. More 
precisely, as main result of this paper, we prove the following theorem: 

 
Theorem 1.1: 

Let 0M  be a finitely generated R -module. Let 0n  be an integer and p  be a prime ideal of R . 

Then  
)).(,())(,( )/(dim00 MHmMHp pRn

m
n
p

   

 
Throughout this paper, for any ideal a  of R , we denote }:S{ apRpecp   by )(aV  and for any R

-module T , we denote the injective envelope of T  by )(TER . Also, for any R -module of finite length N , 

we denote the length of N  by )(NlR
. Finally, for any ideal b  of R ,  the radical of b , denoted by )(R bad

, is defined to be the set bxRx n  :{  for some }Nn . For any unexplained notation and terminology, we refer 

the reader to (M.P. Brodmann and R.Y. Sharp, 1998; H. Matsumura, 1986). 
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An Upper Bound For The Bass Numbers Of Artinian Local Cohomology Modules: 
The following two lemmas will be quit useful in the proof of the main theorem. 
 

Lemma 2.1: 
Let R  be a Noetherian ring and p  be a prime ideal of R . Let 0M  be an arbitrary R -module such 

that  <=),(0 0 nMp . Then there exists an exact sequence  

./0 1= MpRn
i   

 Let )(:= MEE R
. Then we may assume EpREE R

n
i  ))/((= 1=

 for some injective R -module E . Now 

for each ni 1 , let 0)(= ,1=  ji
n
ji LL , where pRL ii /=,

 and 0=, jLi  for each }.{\}{1,..., inj  Then as iL  

is a submodule of E  and E  is an essential extension of M , it follows from definition that for each ni 1 , 
we have 0MLi

. Therefore }{=)(A)(A pLssMLss iRiR   and hence }{=)(A pMLss iR  . Therefore 

the R -module MLi   has a submodule iL , such that pRLi / . Now it is easy to see that 

pRLL n
in /1=1    and obviously 

nLL  1
 is a submodule of M . This completes the proof. 

 
Lemma 2.2: 

Let R  be a Noetherian ring and I  be an ideal of R . Let 0M  be an R -module such that 
0=)(MI . Then  

).,/(E))(,/(H 11 MIRxtMHIRom RIR   

The assertion easily follows from the exact sequence  
0,)/()(0  MMEMEM RR  and the fact that 0=))(( MERI , whenever 0=)(MI .  

The following two lemmas are crucial for the proof of the main result. Recall that for any ideal I  of R , an 
R -module M  is said to be I -cofinite if )(IVSuppM   and ),/( MIRExt j

R
 is finitely generated for all j . 

The concept of cofinite modules has been introduced by Hartshorne in (R. Hartshorne, 1970). 
 

Lemma 2.3: 
Let ),( mR  be a Noetherian local ring of dimension 1d , p  be a prime ideal of R  with 1=)/(dim pR  

and M  be a p -cofinite R -module with }{=)( pMAssR
. Then  

).,(),( 10 MmMp    

Let ),(:= 0 Mpn  . It follows from the hypothesis that  <1 n . In view of Lemma 2.1 there exists an exact 

sequence  (*)0,/0  NMMN  for some finitely generated submodule N  of M , with pRN n
i /1= . 

Let )/(:=/ NMNT m . From the exact sequence (*)  we get the following exact sequence  

(**)).()/()/(0 11
1= MHpRHNM m

f

m
n
im   

Also, from the exact sequence (**) we get the following short exact sequence  

*)*(*0.)()/(/0 1
1=  fimpRHNT m

n
i

 

Therefore, using [4, Theorem 7.3.2] we deduce that 

),/(A=))/((A=))/((A 11
1= NTnnppRHnnpRHnn RmRm

n
iR   

and so ):(0/ / pNT NM . But the exact sequence (*)  

induces the following exact sequence ),,/():(0):(0 1
/ NpRExtpp RNMM  which implies that the R -module 

):(0 / pNM
 is finitely generated. Thus the R -module NT/  is finitely generated, too. Now consideration the fact 

that )()/( mVNTSupp  , it follows that the R -module NT/  is of finite length. Consequently, as the R -module 

NT/  is finitely generated and the R -module )/(1 pRHm
 is not finitely generated, the exact sequence *)*(*  results 

that 0)( fim . Thus it follows from the exact sequence *)*(*  that 

},{=))/((A=))/((A))((A 11
1= ppRHttpRHttfimtt mRm

n
iRR  that implies }{=))((A pfimttR

. Next, let 

)\( pmy . Since the R -module NT/  is of finite length, it follows from definition that there is a positive 

integer t  such that 0=)/( NTyt . Let tyx := . Then x is a system of parameters for pR/  such that 0=)/( NTx . 

From the exact sequence *)*(*  using the Snake Lemma, (See [15, Theorem 6.5]), we get the following exact 

sequence 
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):(0):(0):(00 )()/(1
1=

/ xxx fimpRmHn
i

NT

)†(0.)()/())/(())//(()/()//( 1
1=

1
1=  fximfimpRHxpRHNTxNT m

n
im

n
i

 

Now, since px  it follows from the fact ))/((A=}{=))((A 1 pRHttpfimtt mRR
 that )(=)( fimfxim  and 

)/(=)/( 11 pRHpRxH mm
. Consequently, consideration the fact that 0=)/( NTx , the exact sequence )†(  results the 

following exact sequence:  
0,/):(0):(0/0 )()/(11=  NTxxNT fimpRmH

n
i

 

that implies )):((0=)):((0
)/(1)( xnlxl

pRmHRfimR
. But, using the exact sequence *)*(*  we can see that 

)/(=0=)( 1 pRpHfpim m
 and therefore, ):(0=):(0 )()( pRxx fimfim   and ):(0=):(0

)/(1)/(1 pRxx
pRmHpRmH

 . Moreover, since 

0=)/( PRpRx  and pRx  is an m -primary ideal, using Lemma 2.2 and [13, $$18, Lemma 2], we deduce that 

))/(,/(H):(0 1
/)/(1 pRHpRxRompRx mpRpRmH

  

,/)/,/(H)/,/(E /
1

/ pRxRpRxRpRxRompRpRxRxt xRpRpR  
and hence )/(=)):((0 )( pRxRnlxl RfimR  . Let 

))(,(:= 0 fimms  . If ns < , then using [6, Proposition 3.2.12] we must have 
 ))):((0()):((0=)):((0 )(/)()( pRxElpRxlxl fimpRxRRfimRfimR  

 

 
),/(<)/(=))/((= / pRxRnlpRxRslmREsl RRpRxRR 

 

which is a contradiction. Therefore, ns  . Consequently, using Lemma 2.2 we have  
))(,/(H(=)),/(E(=),( 111 MHmRomlMmRxtlMm mRRRR  

).,(==)))(,/(H( 0 MpnsfimmRoml RR   

 
This completes the proof. 
Before binging next lemma recall that, if ),( mR  is a local Noetherian ring and M  is a finitely generated 

R -module then the i -th pseudo - support  )(P Msuppi  of M  (see [5]) is defined as  
0}.)(:)(S{:=)(P /d  

p
pRimi

ppR
i MHRpecpMsupp  

 
Lemma 2.4: 

Let ),( mR  be a Noetherian local ring of dimension 1d  and 0M  be a finitely generated R
-module. Let 0n  be an integer and )(P 1 Msuppp n  with 1=/dim pR . Then  

)).(,())(,( 100 MHmMHp n
m

n
p

   

 
Proo:. Since 1=/dim pR , it follows from the definition that there is an element pmx \  such that 

mRxpad =)(R  . By [16, Corollary 3.5] the following sequence is exact  

0.))(()())((0 1011  
 MHHMHMHH n

pRx
n

Rxp
n
pRx

 

Clearly ))((=))(( 1010 MHHMHH n
pm

n
pRx

 , )(=)( 11 MHMH n
m

n
Rxp




 and ))((=))(( 11 MHHMHH n
pm

n
pRx

. Hence the above 

exact sequence results the following exact sequence  
)†(0.))(()())((0 1011   MHHMHMHH n

pm
n
m

n
pm

 

By [3, Corollary 2.7] the R -module )(MH n
p

 is p -cofinite and consequently, by [4, Theorem 7.1.3] and 

[14, Proposition 4.3] the R -module ))((0 MHH n
pm

 also is Artinian and p -cofinite. Therefore, it is easy to see that 

the R -module ))(()/( 0 MHHMH n
pm

n
p

 is also p -cofinite. Since by hypothesis we have )(P 1 Msuppp n , it 

follows that that  
}.{=)))(()/(( 0 pMHHMHAss n

pm
n
pR

 

Therefore, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that )))(()/(,(=))(,( 000 MHHMHpMHp n
pm

n
p

n
p   

))).(()/(,( 01 MHHMHm n
pm

n
p  

But using Lemma 2.2 we have  ))))(()/((,(=)))(()/(,( 01001 MHHMHHmMHHMHm n
pm

n
pm

n
pm

n
p   

))).((,(= 10 MHHm n
pm  
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On the other hand from the exact sequence )†(  we deduce that  )).(,()))((,( 1010 MHmMHHm n
mR

n
pm

   

Therefore, )),(,())(,( 100 MHmMHp n
m

n
p

   
as required.  

 
The following corollary is an immediately consequence of Lemma 2.4.  
 

Corollary 2.5: 
Let ),( mR  be a Noetherian local ring of dimension 1d  and 0M  be a finitely generated R -module. 

Let 0n  be an integer and p  be a prime ideal of R  with 1=/dim pR . Then  

)).(,())(,( 100 MHmMHp n
m

n
p

   

 The assertion easily follows from the Lemma 2.4 and the fact that 0=))(,(0 MHp n
p , whenever 

)(P 1 Msuppp n . 

Now we are ready to prove the main result of this paper. 
 

Theorem 2.6: 
Let ),( mR  be a Noetherian local ring and 0M  be a finitely generated R -module. Let 0n  be an 

integer and p  be a prime ideal of R . Then  

)).(,())(,( )/(dim00 MHmMHp pRn
m

n
p

   

The assertion follows using an induction argument from Corollary 2.5. 
As an application of Theorem 2.6 we provide an easy proof for the following well known result. (See [6, 

Corollary 3.3.12]). 
 

Proposition 2.7: 
Let R  be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring, 0M  be a Cohen-Macaulay R -module (e.g., RM = ) and 

)(MSuppp . Then ).,(),( )(dim
)(dim

MmMpR MR
pp

pM
pR

   

The assertion follows from the Theorem 2.6 and the facts that )),(,(=),(
)(dim

0
)(dim

MHpMpR
pM

pR

ppp

pM
pR


 

and )).(,(=))(,(=),(
)/(dim)(dim

0)(dim0)(dim MHmMHmMm
pRpM

pR

m
MR

m
MR
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